**Reading List:** Kaya (1764)

**Easy Fiction:**

*Long Night Moon* by Cynthia Rylant (Easy RYL)

*Ten Little Rabbits* by Virginia Grossman (Easy GRO)

*Thunder Boy Jr* by Sherman Alexie (Easy ALE)

**Juvenile Fiction:**

*The Birchbark House* by Louise Erdrich (J Fiction ERD)

*The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses* by Paul Goble (DARK BLUE J Fiction GOB)

*Island of the Blue Dolphins* by Scott O’Dell (J Fiction ODE)

*Kaya Shows the Way* by Janet Shaw (J Fiction SHA)

*The Silent Stranger: A Kaya Mystery* by Janet Shaw (J Fiction SHA)

*Thunder Rolling in the Mountains* by Scott O’Dell (J Fiction ODE)

*The Winter People* by Joseph Bruchac (J Fiction BRU)

**Juvenile Nonfiction:**

*Giving Thanks: A Native American Good Morning Message* by Chief Jake Swamp (J 299.74 SWA)

*The Horse and the Plains Indians: A Powerful Partnership* by Dorothy Hinshaw Patent (J 978.004 PAT)

*Raven: A Trickster Tale from the Pacific Northwest* by Gerald McDermott (J 398.2 MAC)

*Welcome to Kaya’s World, 1764: Growing up in a Native American Homeland* by Dottie Raymer

*What the Native Americans Wore* by Colleen Madonna Flood Williams (J 970.0 WIL)

*Who was Sitting Bull?* by Stephanie Spinner (J B SITTING BULL)

**Young Adult Fiction:**

*Trickster: Native American Tales, A Graphic Collection* by Matt Dembicki (GRAPHIC YA FICTION TRI)